She lived on Marble Street in Worcester and there is evidently a file on her life at the public library there (which I have not yet consulted, and this ought to be a valuable resource).

"NARRATIVE HISTORY" AMOUNTS TO FABULATION, THE REAL STUFF BEING MERE CHRONOLOGY

August 10, Wednesday: Annie Maria Russell was born at Worcester, Massachusetts, daughter of Isaiah Dunster Russell and Marion Nancy Wentworth Russell.
Annie Maria Russell graduated from the Worcester high school (eventually she would marry another graduate of this high school). The Russell family was living at 11 Charleston Street in Worcester.

Annie Maria Russell graduated from Smith College.

Benjamin West Ball died.

November 18, Tuesday: Annie Maria Russell got married with Charles Francis Marble of Worcester, who had attended the same high school that she had attended. Presumably this would have been a Congregationalist wedding. The couple would wind up living at 4 Marble Street in Worcester, Massachusetts. The husband had since his graduation from Amherst College been associated with the Curtis & Marble Machine Company. There would be two adopted children: Anna Bell Marble and Paul Francis Marble.

Annie Russell Marble received a Masters degree from Smith College.

For information about how a Bachelor’s graduate of Smith College might obtain an advanced degree in 1895, refer to page 7 of that year’s catalog at http://clio.fivecolleges.edu/smith/catalogs/

Annie Russell (Marble) would become a Trustee of the Home for Aged Women in Worcester.

Annie Russell (Marble) concerned herself with the Trade School for Girls in Worcester.
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**1900**


**1901**
December 1, Monday: An amused anonymous review of Annie Russell Marble’s THOREAU: HIS HOME, FRIENDS AND BOOKS appeared in the magazine The Literary World:

Does the reading world need another book about Thoreau, the hermit prophet of Concord? There is at least one person who thinks so, Mrs. Annie Russell Marble, and probably her publishers also. Perhaps the book itself will make some others think so, for it makes a distinct appeal to the limited circle of Thoreau’s admirers. The portrait which is its frontispiece will not add to their number, for a most uninteresting physiognomy is that which it presents. The literary portrait which ensues, to the extent of over three hundred pages, is more attractive, but still the taste for Thoreau, as for Whitman and some other American eccentricities, as for olives, curry, and like edibles, is one to be cultivated.
Of Thoreau’s home it is enough to say that it was Concord, now in the woods on the shore of Walden Pond, and now in the peaceful village, as popular and frequented a shrine almost as the country contains.

Of his friends there were Emerson and the Alcotts, Channing and the Hoars, and a few others less known to fame.

As to his books Dr. Charles C. Abbott has said, perhaps truly, that “he had no predecessor and can have no successor.” They are the egoistic observations of a rude poet and self-taught philosopher lovingly intimate with out-of-doors.

Mrs. Marble writes as a critical admirer, that is to say she worships with discrimination. Her volume affords an interesting view of the Concord and its life of two generations ago, with Thoreau as its central figure; a scene somewhat faded, but not without features of historic permanence, biographic vividity, and personal charm.

One good service rendered by such a book and by the characters and lives which it portrays is to bring us back from the artificialities and conventionalities of the present to the simplicity and reality of nature.


June: Annie Russell Marble’s “Where Thoreau worked and wandered” appeared in The Critic.


[T]he present day the witticism is often recalled, “Emerson was the seer and Alcott the seersucker.”

Marble, who chummed around with the Transcendentalists, would comment that they were “a race who dove into the infinite, soared into the illimitable, and never paid cash.”


July 16, Saturday: Annie Russell Marble’s “Petrarch” and “Modern Echoes of Petrarch” appeared in The Dial of Chicago.

Annie Russell Marble’s BOOKS IN THEIR SEASONS (NY: Thomas Y. Crowell & Company).

With loving remembrance,

Annie Russell Marble.

November, 1905.

Annie Russell Marble’s HERALDS OF AMERICAN LITERATURE: A GROUP OF PATRIOT WRITERS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY AND NATIONAL PERIODS (Chicago IL: U of Chicago P), and her ELIZABETH WHITTIER AND THE AMESBURY HOME (The Outlook). Coincident with the publication of Thoreau’s CAPE COD by Houghton Mifflin in Boston (The Riverside Press), an edition was put out with an introduction by Marble at Thomas Y. Crowell & Company in New York.

Annie Russell Marble’s THOREAU DAY BY DAY. SELECTED BY ANNIE RUSSELL MARBLE (NY: Thomas Y. Crowell & Company) (also put out by this press in this year under the label A THOREAU CALENDER).

Annie Russell Marble’s WHITTIER DAY BY DAY. SELECTED BY ANNIE RUSSELL MARBLE (NY: Thomas Y. Crowell & Company).

Annie Russell Marble’s AN OPTIMIST’S YEAR BOOK (NY: Thomas Y. Crowell & Company).

Annie Russell Marble’s PAGEANT: HEROINES OF LITERATURE (The Commonwealth Press). Interestingly, Marble was an opponent of woman suffrage.
Annie Russell Marble took on duties as president of Smith College’s Class of 1886.

Annie Russell Marble’s PAGEANT: THE CHILDREN’S QUEST, and her THE WOMEN WHO CAME IN THE MAYFLOWER (Boston, Chicago: The Pilgrim Press). Interestingly, in this year in which American women were finally achieving the right to vote, Marble was an opponent of woman suffrage.

Annie Russell Marble’s WOMEN OF THE BIBLE, THEIR SERVICES IN HOME AND STATE, and her FOUNDERS OF THE FAITH: A PAGEANT-PLAY, ADAPTED FROM THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES (Century). Interestingly, Marble had been an opponent of woman suffrage.


Annie Russell Marble’s THE STORY OF LEATHERSTOCKING. ADAPTED AND EDITED BY ANNIE RUSSELL MARBLE FROM THE LEATHERSTOCKING TALES ... ILLUSTRATIONS BY BERNICE OEHLER, her NOTABLE WOMEN OF THE BIBLE, etc., and her A STUDY OF THE MODERN NOVEL, BRITISH AND AMERICAN, SINCE 1900 (NY: D. Appleton and Company).

1931


1932


1935

Annie Russell Marble’s "From 'Prentice to Patron: The Life Story of Isaiah Thomas" (NY: D. Appleton and Company).

1936


November 23, Monday: Annie Russell Marble died in Worcester, Massachusetts:
Since 1916, Annie, as our president, has given of herself unstintedly to the Class and will always hold the love, gratitude, and admiration of her classmates. Her home has always been in Worcester. In November 1890 she married Charles F. Marble, Amherst 1886. I know of no home that has had a more friendly atmosphere or that has been more thoroughly dedicated to service to others. The Marble car has traveled thousands of miles on kindly errands bent. Two children, Anna and Paul, carry on the tradition. Mrs. Marble is widely known as lecturer and author. Her Worcester and Boston lectures especially, given each year to large classes, have offered valuable guidance in reading to hundreds of women. Her books on literary and historical subjects are filled with information gleaned with painstaking care from original sources. They are reference books in all large libraries. She was a successful journalist, furnishing a column on literary subjects to several important papers. She served on many committees, was especially interested in educational work, and was always ready to give time and effort to the service of the College. Few people have the strength to carry on so many activities. The end came suddenly, although she had been ill for several weeks with heart trouble.
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“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.”

- Remark by character “Garin Stevens” in William Faulkner’s Intruder in the Dust
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